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The ultimate guide to ALL of Eleuthera, Bahamas 135 beaches. The book is complete with maps,

detailed directions, stunning photos, and important tid-bits of information that can only be obtained

by someone who has been there, seen that, and told all.  Some who have never been to Eleuthera,

or to the Bahamas, may wonder why they need such a guide. Picture a charming tropical island, but

one without signs, clear landmarks, and many well-paved roads. Most of the beaches are

accessible, but only if you know how to get there. The roads are often nothing more than rough

pock laden trails cut through dense jungle brush. Planning your trip is important so that you

understand the conditions and travel times. Even the more well known beaches can be tricky to find.

And, with 135 choices, you want to choose the best. Why, then, would anyone go to so much

trouble to find one of these hidden beaches? Because often at the end of your journey is pure

majesty. Having miles of pristine sand and ocean completely to yourself with unique geographic

formations, exquisite snorkeling, and extreme privacy is well worth the effort. Learn from us so that

you can plan, arrive safely, and enjoy the splendor that is an Eleuthera beach.
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We traveled, or attempted to travel, 250 roads to document and catalog the 135 beaches contained

in this book. What started out as a project to map the island using satellite imagery and Powerpoint,

if you can believe that, quickly became an extensive journey down all the roads and onto all the

beaches of Eleuthera, Bahamas. The research leading up to the on-island collection of information

took months to assemble. Once we touched down we had a limited amount of time to gather a lot of



information. There were a lot of wrong turns along the way, literally, as we made it our mission to try

each and every road that seemed promising. It was kind of funny, thinking back, because we had

deftly cataloged every road that we thought had the potential to lead to sand. What we often found

at the end of our trek was that we cataloged something that looked white or grey on satellite photos.

We probably know every whitish rock formation on the island, too! Our first book is part research,

part experience, part adventure, and part blood-sweat-and-tears. We probably made every mistake

known to every first time self-publisher, but through a lot of trial and error we feel we've produced a

book of high quality and even higher value. The next The Beach Book is already in the planning

stages, and our team of two is ready to hit the road very soon. Thanks for all of your support! Find

your beach, Bret

Best beaches in the Bahamas: Eleuthera, Harbour Island, Spanish Wells, Russell Island Four

Bahamas Out Islands with more beaches per square mile than anywhere in the world! Discover all

the Eleuthera beachesThe best beaches. The hidden beaches. The most family friendly

beaches.The only Eleuthera beach guide that has it allFind ALL the best beaches and AVOID the

bad ones!Ã‚Â Never get lost on DANGEROUS jungle roads again!Ã‚Â Find the QUICKEST routes

with the BEST maps of Eleuthera ever made!We've personally been to EVERY beach to map,

explore and rate them for you!Ã‚Â This is the Eleuthera Bahamas Beach Book:Ã‚Â A unique

guidebook developed for vacationers and explorers.Ã‚Â A proprietary beach rating system to help

you avoid the dirty and noisy beaches.Easy-to-read maps showing the best and safest way to get to

your favorite beaches.Detailed north/south directions, travel times, distances, and GPS

coordinates.Ã‚Â Real and accurate observations about the beaches and the best roads to get

there.The important details everybody needs to know about each beach.

It was very helpful to read prior to our Eleuthera trip. Since the hurricane this past October (2015),

some of the Atlantic beaches have more debris on them and some beaches have shells that weren't

mentioned at the time the book was written (which is understandable!) James Cistern beach has

shells now, which we were very happy to see. Overall the book was a good beach-finding tool to

have, especially for those of us who have not been to Eleuthera before.

The Beach Book is a fantastic guide to Eleuthera's fabulous beaches, but also a great general guide

to the island. We have visited Eleuthera twice, and have fallen in love with the island and its people.

But without a guide, it would be nearly impossible to find many of the treasures of the island. This



book makes them simple to find and enjoy. I am looking forward to using the book on my next trip in

June and exploring many more of the wonders of Eleuthera.

Great book and really a must have if you like to explore! Makes great use of your time by helping

you decide where you want to go. Directions good but sometimes off a tad but still well enough to

find the beaches. I think a 5 star rating systems on the beaches would have been better than the 3

star because there is a big difference in all the 3 star beaches. It has a great quick look chart for

shelling, snorkeling, water access, etc. It's a super great reference that we filled with post it notes

before we even got there. Have fun in paradise.

Nice pictures and comprehensive reviews of the beaches. I will be taking this with me in my visit to

the island!

good purchase

Directions not always accurate.

Exactly the information I was looking for! This book does a very good job giving a thorough

description of almost all the beaches of Eleuthera. I highly recommend it! It is smaller than I

expected, not as much of a picture book as I thought it would be, but those things don't detract from

its overall value.
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